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Further to your Freedom of Information Act request, please find the Trust’s response, 
in blue bold text below: 
 
 

Request and Royal Devon and Exeter NHS Foundation Trust 
Response 

 
1. Does your organisation engage with any third- party suppliers that provide 

software or services which support private or overseas patients’ healthcare 
services -for example advice on private patient strategy, recovery of private 
patient fees etc, in any of the below areas of work?. 
 
Please find attached Excel sheet.  Please note:-  
*Annual Cost 20/21 – Areas of work – IT Software . 
  
This information is commercially sensitive and its release would, or 
would be likely to prejudice the commercial interests of the Trust.  
In applying the exemption under section 43(2) the Trust has had to 
balance the public interest in withholding the information against the 
public interest in disclosure. The Trust has considered all the relevant 
factors in the public interest test and has reached the conclusion that 
the benefit to the public in applying the exemption outweighs the public 
interest in releasing the information requested, as a result of the 
prejudices and losses that would potentially affect the Trust and 
patients.  The release could jeopardise the company’s future positions, 
which would cause a detrimental knock on effect on the market place, 
and would potentially limit the choices available to public authorities, 
including the Trust.  This would potentially threaten the quality of 
products and services available to the Trust.  The Trust considers that it 
is not in the public interest to do anything to undermine the competitive 
nature of the procurement process, and the disclosure of key 
information, as has been requested, could have that affect.  The Trust 
believes that the consequences of releasing the information are serious 
and the likelihood of this occurring is high.  
 
Therefore in conclusion, the Trust has reached the decision that the 
release of the information requested would be likely to be prejudicial to 
the commercial interests of the company concerned and the Trust, and 
that the public interest in withholding the information is greater than the 
public interest in releasing the information, and as such the information 
is being withheld under section 43 (2) of the Freedom of Information Act.    
 

  



 
2. Does the organisation have a dedicated private patient unit or self-contained   

space to treat private patients? If yes, please tick in the table which of the 
areas the organisation offers a private unit or self-contained space for. 
 Please see attached Excel sheet for Trust response. 

 
3. Which specialties does your organisation offer care for within their private 

patient’s service? If yes, please tick all relevant specialities in the table: 
Please see attached Excel sheet for Trust response. 
 
 



Areas of work Private/Overseas/Both Name of Supplier Annual Cost 20/21 Framework used to procure supplier Contract Start date Contract End date
IT Software Both Streets Heaver * Commercially sensitive information NHS Single Source Waiver 01/04/2015
Revenue review
Reclaiming Invoices Both ADT, Vantage, CCI Depends on value of invoices referred to them No contracts in place
Operational Review
Audit Services
Governance- PHIN*/ADAPt** Private PHIN £1,974 CMA Order so no option but to comply 01/08/2016
Consultancy/ Advisory
Other- Please specify

Patient Areas Tick Below
Theatre
Wards
Intensive/ High Dependency Care
Diagnostic services

Treatment Speciality Tick Below
Trauma & Orthopaedics √
Ophthalmology √
Gynaecology √
Gastroenterology √
ENT √
General Surgery √
Urology √
Cardiology √
Medical Oncology √
Plastic/Reconstructive Surgery √
Other- Please specify

1. Does your organisation engage with any third- party suppliers that provide software or services which support private or overseas patients’ healthcare services -for example advice on private patient strategy, recovery of private 
patient fees etc, in any of the below areas of work?

 If yes, please state if the supplier was used to support private patients’ services, overseas patients’ services or both and fill out the following details in the below table:

2. Does the organisation have a dedicated private patient unit or self-contained space to treat private patients? If yes, please tick which of the below areas the organisation offers a private unit or self-contained space for:

3. Which specialties does your organisation offer care for within their private patient’s service? If yes, please tick all relevant specialities in the table below:

*PHIN- Private Healthcare Information Network
**ADAPt- Acute Data Alignment Programme 
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